CBE International
in partnership with
GEMA & CBE.SA
present

TRUTH BE TOLD
SPEAKING OUT AGAINST
GENDER BASED VIOLENCE

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
14 - 17 SEPTEMBER, 2016 | RHEMA MINISTRIES
JOHANNESBURG | SOUTH AFRICA

AND YOU WILL KNOW THE TRUTH AND
THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE
JOHN 8:32

STAY CONNECTED
FEATURED LOCAL & INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS

PS RAY MCCAGEY | DR MIMI HADDAD | KEKETSO MAEMA | PS XANA MCCAGEY
SNR ADVISOR MACLEAN DLODLO | DS RETHIE VAN NIEKERK | PS BRONWYN STANFORD
PELHAM LESSING | CANON ETHEL SCHULTZ PITTAWAY | REV DR EMILY ONYANGA
PS ALAN MCCAGEY | PROF CHRISTINA LANDMAN | REV DESMOND LESEJANE
PS JANICE KAUFMANN-CHAFFUNYA | REV DOMNIC MISOLO | PS MARIANNE LOUW
DR STANLEY ARUMUGAM | LYN VAN ROOYEN | DR MIRANDA PILLAY
PS ANTOINETTE ERASMUS | PS WAYNE CHAFFUNYA | REV ESME BOWERS | REV JACQUI RIVAS

WEDNESDAY 14TH
19:30 - 21:00 | FREE ENTRANCE | RHEMA AUDITORIUM
SPEAKER: PS RAY MCCAGEY
OPENING NIGHT

THURSDAY 15TH
R150 PAID REGISTRATION | 08:30 - 16:00 | RHEMA ACTION CENTRE (RAC)
TRAIN THE TRAINER WORKSHOP

FRIDAY 16TH
08:30 - 16:00 | FREE ENTRANCE | RHEMA ACTION CENTRE (RAC)
BREAK AWAY SESSIONS: RAISING GIRLS & BOYS, JUSTICE, GBV & HIV,
JESUS & WOMEN, MEN & BOYS
19:30 - 21:00 | FREE ENTRANCE | RHEMA ACTION CENTRE (RAC)
SPEAKER: DR PELHAM LESSING

SATURDAY 17TH
08:30 - 16:00 | FREE ENTRANCE | RHEMA ACTION CENTRE (RAC)
BREAK AWAY SESSIONS: GIFT-BASED MINISTRY,
WOMEN LEADERS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT, YOUTH & YOUNG ADULTS PANEL
WINNER OF ART & WRITTEN PAPER COMPETITION REVEALED

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT 011 796 4069
gema@rHEMA.co.za; www.gemarhema.org